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ABSTRACT Graph embedding models are widely used in knowledge graph completion (KGC) task.
However, most models are based on the assumption that knowledge is completely certain, and this is incon-
sistent with real-world situations. Although there are multiple studies on uncertain knowledge embedding
tasks, they often use knowledge confidence to learn embedding and cannot make full use the structural
and uncertain information of knowledge. This paper presents a new embedding model named Structural and
Uncertain Knowledge Embedding (SUKE), which comprises two components: an evaluator and a confidence
generator. For unknown triples, the evaluator learns the structural and uncertain information to evaluate
its rationality and obtain a candidate set. The confidence generator then determines the confidence of the
candidate set to achieve KGC. To verify the effectiveness of the proposed model, confidence prediction,
triple evaluation, and fact classification tasks are performed on three data sets. Experimental results show
that SUKE performs better than mainstream embedding methods. The model proposed in this paper can help
advance the research on the embedding of uncertain knowledge graphs.

INDEX TERMS Artificial intelligence, knowledge representation, uncertain knowledge graph.

I. INTRODUCTION
Knowledge graph (KG) is a kind of directed graph, with
nodes representing entities and edges representing the rela-
tions between entities, such as FreeBase [1], WordNet [2].
KG contain a large number of facts and play an important role
in question-answering systems [3] and information extrac-
tion [4], among others. However, the process of utilizing KG
is often accompanied by unavoidable problems, such as lack
of knowledge.

As the scope ofKG continues to expand, the above problem
becomes increasingly serious. Prediction of new knowledge
from existing knowledge has become an important task in
the field of KGC. Existing embedding methods have given
efficient performance on inference tasks, attracting much
attention. The main idea is to encode entities and relations
into vectors with machine learning methods and complete
inference operations in a vector space.
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In recent years, more efforts have been devoted to obtain-
ing high-quality vectors, such as using textual or image infor-
mation of entities to enrich the vector representation. How-
ever, most embedding methods are based on the assumption
that the knowledge is completely certain. In fact, uncertainty
is the essence of knowledge, which indicates the probability
of occurrence of facts.

In uncertain Knowledge graph (UKG) each fact has
a confidence score. ConceptNet [5] calculates the confi-
dence of each triple according to the number and reliabil-
ity of knowledge sources. Never-Ending Language Learner
(NELL) [6] uses the maximum expectation algorithm and
semi-supervised learning to learn the confidence of each
triple. UKG could be applied to a wide range of scenarios. For
example, Probability KG Probase [7] provides the prior prob-
ability distribution of each concept behind the terms, which
effectively supports short text understanding tasks involving
disambiguation. In addition, [8] conducted related research
on the question answering task of uncertain knowledge bases.
Therefore, we should consider the uncertainty of knowledge
when learning embedding.
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Presently, there is limited research on the embedding
of UKG. Miao et al. first proposed the reasoning model,
Imperfect and Incomplete Knowledge Embedding (IIKE) [9].
Although IIKE has achieved good performance, it only con-
siders each triple in isolation when calculating the confi-
dence score. Furthermore, IIKE does not use the interrelated
characteristics of the KG. The more prominent models are
UnceRtain Graph Embedding (URGE) [10], proposed by
Hu et al. in 2018, and Uncertain KG Embedding
(UKGE) [11], proposed by Chen et al. in 2019. URGE is
designed for uncertain networks and considers node prox-
imity to generate node embedding. Although URGE can
be extended to KGC, it cannot handle the task of embed-
ding UKG well owing to the difference between uncertain
networks and UKG. UKGE gives better performance than
URGE. However, UKGE only uses knowledge confidence to
learn embedding. This means that the structural information
of knowledge, to a certain extent, is not fully utilized. UKGE
also introduces probabilistic soft logic to generate unknown
facts and related confidence scores, incorporating them into
the training process, which is highly unreasonable. Because
the rules extracted from UKG are inherently uncertain, this
makes the inferred confidence score inaccurate. The direct
incorporation of such facts into training will undoubtedly
introduce unnecessary noise and reduce prediction accuracy.
Therefore, effective integration of structural and uncertain
information into embedding vectors could be meaningful.

To make full use of such information, this study decom-
poses the prediction task for UKG into two subtasks, namely,
the rationality evaluation task and confidence prediction task.
The former evaluates fact rationality based on the structural
and uncertain characteristics of facts and screens out invalid
facts to obtain candidate facts. The latter generates confi-
dence for the candidates. In summary, this paper proposes
SUKE, which includes an evaluator and a confidence gen-
erator. The evaluator defines structural and uncertain scores
for each triple for the rationality evaluation task. In addi-
tion, the evaluator introduces probabilistic soft logic to learn
unknown facts. The confidence generator generates triple
confidence used for the confidence prediction task.

The contributions of this study are as follows:
• The method of fusing structural and uncertain informa-
tion and the strategy of how unknown facts participate in
training are proposed in the evaluator component, which
effectively learns the structural and uncertain informa-
tion of knowledge and enhances the ability of the model
to identify positive and negative samples.

• The confidence generator component of the SUKE
model uses the confidence of the positive example triples
for training, thereby improving the fitting ability of the
model and obtaining a more accurate confidence predic-
tion.

• The SUKE model was evaluated using three datasets:
a subset of ConceptNet [5] containing 15,000 entities
(CN15k), a subset of NELL containing 27,000 entities
(NL27k) and a subset of the Protein-Protein Interaction

knowledge graph [12] containing 5000 entities (PPI5k).
The experimental results show that SUKE performs bet-
ter than other benchmark models. In particular, the low-
est Mean Absolute Error (MAE) and Mean Square
Error (MSE) were obtained in the confidence prediction
task, and the highest Normalized Discounted Cumula-
tive Gain (NDCG) was obtained in the triple evaluation
task.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. First,
relevant work is reviewed in Section II, definitions used in
our model are provided in Section III, the model details are
introduced in Section IV, the experiments are reported in
Section V, and finally our conclusions and future research
directions are reported in Section VI.

II. RELATED WORK
A. DETERMINISTIC KNOWLEDGE GRAPH
A KG is defined as KG = (E,R) where E represents a set of
entities and R represents a set of relations. KG could also be
simply regarded as a set of triples (h, r, t), where {h, t} ∈ E ,
r ∈ R.

RESCAL [13] is a representative of tensor models.
RESCAL uses tensor decomposition to capture complex rela-
tions, but it needs to calculate a large number of parame-
ters, and what’s more, matrix operations are of high cost.
DistMult [14] simplifies the calculation process and achieves
better performance.

Translation-based models are widely proposed, such as
TransE [15]. TransE regards each relation as a conversion
process between the head and tail entity embeddings. How-
ever, TransE cannot copewith complex relations. TransH [16]
introduces a hyperplane for each relation and projects head
and tail entities of triples onto relation-specific hyperplanes
so that the same entity has different vector representations
for different relations. Furthermore, such models include
TransD [17], TransR [18], and RotatE [19].

Dettmers et al. propose the first convolutional neural net-
work (CNN)-based model ConvE [20]. However, this model
excludes local features among triple representations of the
same dimensions. To address this problem, ConvKB [21]
extracts local features of triples within the same dimen-
sions with CNN’s filters and has achieved very good results.
Further, CapsE [22] improved ConvKB to achieve better
performance.

B. UNCERTAIN KNOWLEDGE GRAPH
UKG provide a confidence score for each triple. The scores
reflects the reliability of triples. In recent years, the develop-
ment of relation extraction and crowdsourcing has promoted
the construction of large-scale UKGs, such as ConceptNet,
Probase [7] and NELL [6]. Fan et al. [9] first proposed the
uncertain reasoning model, IIKE. IIKE uses a confidence
probability formula for each triple, and the confidence of each
triple was defined as the joint probability. It also modeled the
prediction task as a conditional probability. In 2017, Hu et al.
proposed URGE [10] which proposes a method based on
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FIGURE 1. Prediction process. The input is a quadruple (h, r, ?, ?) with the tail entity and the confidence missing. SUKE first uses all
the entities in KG to generate a set of triples, then evaluates the rationality of each triple with the evaluator, triples greater than a
given threshold are added to the candidate set, and finally calculates the confidence of the candidate set with the confidence
generator. For details of the evaluator and confidence generator, see Sections IV-A and IV-B.

matrix factorization to embed uncertain networks. However,
this model only considers the proximity of nodes in the
sparse network and only learns node embedding. Therefore,
the application of URGE to UKG has certain limitations.

Another recent model proposed by Chen et al. in 2019 is
UKGE [11]. UKGE defines the plausibility score for each
triple, and proposes two variants.In addition, UKGE defines
the calculation method of basic logic operations (logical con-
junction ∧, disjunction ∨, and negation ¬) based on the first-
order logic rules, and correctly estimates the unknown triples
and corresponding confidence in the uncertain knowledge
base. Although UKGE has achieved good performance in
the experiment, it only learns the conversion function from
plausibility score for confidence, and to a certain extent does
not make full use of the structure information. In addition,
since the rules are inherently uncertain in the UKG, therefore,
we should reasonably use the inferred unknown facts.

III. RELATED DEFINITIONS
A. UNCERTAIN KNOWLEDGE GRAPH(UKG) DEFINITION
UKGcan be regarded as aweighted directed graph, defined as
UKG = (ε,R,W ) where ε represents a collection of entities,
R represents a collection of relations, and W represents the
confidence. UKG contains a large number of quadruples
h, r, t,w where {h, t} ∈ ε, r ∈ R, w ∈ W . A combination
of (h, r, t) as the triple, and w is the confidence of the triple.

It should be noted that triples with low confidence in
the noise knowledge graph will be regarded as noise, such
as [23], [24], but in the UKG, we interpret the confidence
as probability. A triple with low probability (low confidence)
does not mean that the triple is incorrect.

B. EMBEDDING TASK OF UKG
The embedding task of UKG aims to learn low-dimensional
vectors containing rich semantic information and confidence

information for each entity and relation so that they can be
used for succeeding tasks, such as fact classification, link
prediction, and confidence prediction.

C. UKG PREDICTION TASK
For a prediction task with an uncertain knowledge graph, two
questions need to be answered.The first question is: Is the
triple (h, r, t) correct? The second question is: For a correct
triple (h, r, t), what is the probability of this relation between
entities? For example, (notice, related to, newspapers, 0.129)
is an example of CN15k data, which means that the quan-
tified correlation between notice and newspapers is 0.129.
We need to evaluate the reasonableness of (notice, related
to, newspapers) and obtain the confidence 0.129. Therefore,
the prediction task of UKG can be divided into two cate-
gories: triple evaluation task and confidence prediction task.
Triple evaluation could be defined as predicting a missing
entity. Confidence prediction refers to predicting missing
confidence given (h, r, t, ?).

IV. SUKE MODEL
Section III-C shows that the prediction task of UKG needs
to evaluate the rationality of triples and give the confidence
of reasonable triples. Based on DistMult energy score, this
study designs two components: an evaluator and a confidence
generator. The evaluator is used to evaluate the rationality of
triples. Unreasonable triples will be removed by the evaluator
model. The confidence generator is used to generate confi-
dence for the candidate set. Fig. 1 shows SUKE’s prediction
process.

Considering that KG implies unknown facts, whose par-
ticipation is meaningful in training, this paper introduces the
probabilistic soft logic to obtain unknown facts, but the rules
are inherently uncertain, leading to inaccurate confidence
scores of the inferred facts.
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FIGURE 2. Model training process. The evaluator learns the structural and uncertain information of the quadruple (please see
Section IV-A for details). The confidence generator is designed to generate confidence for triples, which requires input of positive
quadruples for training. Please see Section IV-A for details.

Therefore, the unknown facts only participate in the train-
ing process of the evaluator. In addition, to avoid the mutual
interference of embedding vectors between the evaluator and
confidence generator, SUKE learns two vector representa-
tions for each entity and relation, which are used by the evalu-
ator and confidence generator.The SUKE training framework
is shown in Fig. 2.

A. EVALUATOR
1) EVALUATOR SCORE DEFINITION
In UKG, (h, r, t) carries not only structural information but
also uncertain information. Although the uncertainty of a
triple is not a criterion for judging whether a triple is reason-
able, the uncertain information will help the model to better
complete the evaluation task. Therefore, it is necessary to
consider two kinds of information to evaluate the rational-
ity of triples. Therefore, the evaluator score of each triple
consists of two parts: structural score and uncertain score,
denoted as Qstru and Qunce, respectively. A positive triple
should have a high Qstru and Qunce.
In the task of embedding uncertain graphs, traditional

deterministic models can still learn positive triples well. For
example, deterministic models learn the uncertain positive
triples (fox, isa, algonquian) and (wound, relatedto, bruise),
and it predicts that (fox, relatedto, bruise) is wrong. However,
during the training process, the energy scores of positive
triple becomes smaller,while those of negative triples become
larger,which is exactly contrary to the design intent of the
evaluator score, at the same time, the uncertainty of knowl-
edge needs to be modeled. so it is obviously unreasonable to
directly use the energy score as the evaluator score.

To deal with this problem, this study learns mapping func-
tions from energy scores E(h,r,t) toQstru andQunce separately.
We first calculate energy scores of the triples with DistMult,
and then obtained the triplesQstru andQunce through different

mapping functions. When optimizing, we will encourage the
Qstru of positive triples to be close to 1 and the Qstru of
negative triples to be close to 0; the Qunce of the positive
triples is encouraged to approach the true confidence w, and
Qunce of negative triples is encouraged to approach 0. Using
this training method, the evaluator can distinguish between
positive and negative examples in the uncertain knowledge
graph.

The calculation method of Qstru is shown in (1).

Qstru(h, r, t) =
1

1+ e−φstru(E(h,r,t))
. (1)

where E(h,r,t) is the energy score of a triple obtained by the
deterministic model, and φstru is the mapping function of the
energy score of the triple to the structural score. The mapping
function is shown in (2).

φstru(E(h, r, t)) = Pstru · E(h, r, t)+ bstru. (2)

where Pstru and bstru are the parameters.
The calculation method of Qunce is shown in (3).

Qunce(h, r, t) =
1

1+ e−φunce(E(h,r,t))
. (3)

where E(h, r, t) is the energy score of the triple obtained by
the translationmodel, and φunce is themapping function of the
energy score of the triple to the uncertain score. The mapping
function is shown in (4).

φunce(E(h, r, t)) = Punce · E(h, r, t)+ bunce. (4)

where Punce and bunce are the parameters.
In this study, the DistMult model is selected to calculate the

energy score because of the following reasons. (1) DistMult
employs a matrix operation, making the calculation process
simple and fast. (2) Compared with other models, DistMult is
simpler. (3) Compared with other models, DistMult achieves
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better performance in the deterministic KG. The energy score
of the DistMult model is calculated using (5).

E(h, r, t) = hTdiag(r)t. (5)

where diag(r) represents the diagonal matrix of relations,
implying the relational interaction between entities.

2) FUSION METHOD OF STRUCTURAL SCORE AND
UNCERTAIN SCORE
The structure score and uncertain score of the triples will
be used to assess the rationality. This study focuses on two
combinationmethods, namely, linear weighted fusionmethod
and multiplication fusion method.

The linear weighted fusion method is shown in (6).

score = α · Qstru + β · Qunce. (6)

where α + β = 1, the value of α and β determine the impor-
tance of the structural score and uncertain score, respectively.
At the time α = β = 0.5, the two scores are of the same
weight. We use this setting in the experiments.

The multiplication fusion method is shown in (7).

score = ρ · (1− ρ)Qstru · Qunce. (7)

where ρ is the smooth hyperparameter. In this method Qunce
adjustsQstru.WhenQunce is small,it will lower the final score;
otherwise the score will be boosted. When both the Qunce
and Qstru are high, the calculated score will be high too;
otherwise, it will be very small.

3) PROBABILISTIC SOFT LOGIC ENHANCEMENT METHOD
To enhance the learning ability of the evaluator, we use
unknown facts to precipitate the training process. We intro-
duce heuristic rules following the practice of Chen et al. [11]
and use the probabilistic soft logic to obtain unknown facts.
However, we find that the rules mined from UKG are inher-
ently uncertain, inferring inaccurate unknown facts unavoid-
ably. If the confidence is used directly, then unnecessary noise
will be inevitably introduced. Therefore, during training, this
study takes the confidence of unknown facts as the score of
the evaluator and introduces dynamic parameters to improve
the generalization ability of the model. The loss function of
unknown facts is defined as (8).

0Fac =
∑

(h,r,t,w)∈RS

|
Qstru(h, r, t)+ Qunce(h, r, t)

2
− w+ λ|.

(8)

RS is the set of unknown facts, Qstru and Qunce are the
structural score and uncertain score of the unknown facts,
respectively. λ is the dynamic adjustment parameter, which
can be obtained through learning.

4) EVALUATOR LOSS
The loss function of the estimator consists of posi-
tive loss, negative loss, and unknown fact loss, defined

in (9)-(11), respectively.

0Evaluator = 0Pos + 0Neg + 0Fac. (9)

0Pos =
∑

(h,r,t,w)∈S

|Qstru − 1|2 + |Qunce − w|2. (10)

0Neg =
∑

(h,r,t,w)∈S ′
|Qstru|2 + |Qunce|2. (11)

0Pos represents a positive loss, 0Neg represents a negative
loss, and0Fac is the loss of unknown facts. S is the set of posi-
tive examples, and S’ is the set of negative examples. Negative
examples are generated by randomly replacing head or tail
entities, and the confidence of the negative triple is set to 0.

Negative examples are as follows:

S ′ = {(h1, r, t)|h1 ∈ ε \ h} ∪ {(h, r, t1)|t1 ∈ ε \ t}

B. CONFIDENCE GENERATOR
The confidence generator aims to generate confidence for
triples. To reduce the complexity and parameters of the
model, the confidence generator uses Qunce to approximate
the true confidence value w of triples. The confidence gen-
erator can be regarded as a confidence prediction model also
based on the triple energy score and is different from the eval-
uator. The Qunce of the confidence generator does not share
parameters with the evaluator. In addition, the confidence
generator does not require negative triples and unknown fact
triples to participate in training.

The loss function of the confidence generator is
defined as (12).

0Conf =
∑

(h,r,t,w)∈S

|Qunce − w|2. (12)

C. MODEL LOSS FUNCTION
The overall model includes two components: an evaluator and
a confidence generator. We simultaneously train two compo-
nents, so the loss function of the model is defined as (13).

9 = 0Evaluator + 0Conf . (13)

where 0Evaluator is the loss of the evaluator(see Section IV-A
for details) and 0Conf is the loss of the confidence generator
model (see Section IV-B for details).

V. EXPERIMENT
A. DATA SET
To evaluate our model, we use three public datasets: CN15k,
NL27k, and PPI5k. CN15k is a subset of ConceptNet, con-
taining 15,000 entities and 36 relations. NL27k is a subset
of NELL with 27,221 entities and 404 relations, which is
larger and more complex compared to CN15k. PPI5k is a
subset of STRING, which describes the reaction possibility
among proteins. Compared with CN15k and NL27k, PPI5k
has the fewest entities and relations, and correspondingly its
quadruples are the densest. Furthermore, Chen et al. [11]
heuristically created rules for the three data sets and used the
logical rules to mine potential fact triples.
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The three data sets contain a large number of quaternions
(head, relationship, tail, confidence), and the confidence
value range is (0,1). For example, (twitte, competitionswith,
facebook, 0.859) is a fact in the NL27k dataset.

Dataset statistics are shown in Table 1.

TABLE 1. Statistics of the dataset.

B. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
This study uses the grid search method to determine the
optimal parameters in the following set: learning rate lr ∈
{0.001, 0.005, 0.01}; embedding dimension d ∈ {128, 256,
512}; batchSize ∈ {128, 256, 512} and L2 regularization ∈
{0.001, 0.003, 0.005}. After experiments, the best parameter
in CN15k is {lr = 0.001; d = 512; batchSize = 256; L2 =
0.003}, the best parameter in NL27k is{lr = 0.001; d = 512;
batchSize = 256; L2 = 0.003}, and the best parameter in
PPI5k is {lr= 0.001; d= 128; batchSize= 256; L2= 0.003}.

C. BENCHMARK MODELS AND EXPERIMENTS
We chose TransE, DistMult, ConvKB, CapsE, RotatE and
ComplEx [25] in the deterministic KG embedding models.
We also choose UKGErect and UKGElogi in the uncertain
graph embedding models as benchmarks. UKGErect and
UKGElogi are two variants of UKGE,and the main difference
between them is that UKGElogi uses the sigmoid activation
function for output.

The discrimination ability of SUKE’s evaluator and the
accuracy of SUKE’s confidence generator determine the
quality of the results in the link prediction task.We performed
confidence prediction, triple evaluation and fact classification
tasks on the three datasets. The triple evaluation task is used
to verify the effectiveness of SUKE’s evaluator. Confidence
prediction and fact classification tasks are used to verify the
accuracy of SUKE’s confidence generator.

D. CONFIDENCE PREDICTION
1) EVALUATION PROCESS
The confidence prediction task is defined as follows: Predict
the missing confidence of a quadruple (h, r, t, ?). Determinis-
tic models use energy scores as the confidence of the triples.
This study uses SUKE’s confidence generator to obtain the

confidence of the triples. The evaluation indicators are the
MSE and MAE. A good model should have low MAE and
MSE.

2) RESULT ANALYSIS
The confidence prediction results are shown in Table 2.

TABLE 2. Confidence prediction results.

As shown in Table 2, compared with UKGErect , SUKE
has a significant improvement in MSE and MAE indica-
tors, and has the smallest MAE and MSE. URGE only
captures the neighbor information of entities, which cannot
accurately model the rich relationships between the entities,
resulting in an inaccurate confidence prediction. Although
the results of UKGErect and UKGElogi are more accurate
than those of URGE, these models add negative triples and
unknown facts during training, introducing unnecessary noise
and thus affecting performance. In addition, it can be noticed
that deterministic models have poor predictability. Since the
energy score of deterministic models cannot be used as the
probability value of the triple, it leads to higher MAE and
MSE. For example, in the PPI5K data set, the average energy
score of ConvKB is 0.98, while the true confidence average
of the test set is 0.41. The confidence generator of the SUKE
model only uses the confidence of positive triples during
training. Therefore, the learning process can fit better, and
the prediction results are more accurate.

E. TRIPLE EVALUATION TASK
1) EVALUATION PROCESS
The task of triple evaluation is to evaluate the rational-
ity of triples. Consistent with UKGE’s assessment method,
we focus on the tail entity prediction. For an incomplete triple
(h, r, ?), we take all entities in the KG as candidates for tail
entities and calculate their rankings. In the evaluation task,
this study uses SUKE’s evaluator to conduct experiments
and the evaluator has two scoring fusion methods: the linear
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fusion method is denoted as SUKEline, and the multiplication
fusion method is denoted as SUKEmult .

NDCG is a common indicator for evaluating the quality of
weighted sorted lists. It is the ratio of the actual sorted list gain
to the expected sorted list gain, and its value range is between
0 and 1. In this study, the true confidence of the triples will
be used as the gain, and the expected ranking is obtained
by descending order of confidence. In the actual sorting
results, if the triples with high confidence are ranked higher,
the calculated NDCGwill be higher. Therefore, a goodmodel
should have a high NDCG. This paper uses the average
NDCG as the evaluation index and reports two versions,
namely linear gain and exponential gain.

2) RESULT ANALYSIS
The triple evaluation results are shown in Table 3.

TABLE 3. Triple evaluation results.

Table 3 shows that SUKE gives the best performance.
In the deterministic KG embedding methods, TransE has
difficulties in handling complex relationships. AlthoughDist-
Mult’s performance is slightly better than TransE, the model
itself also has defects: when predicting, the (h, r, t) and (t, r, h)
scores are the same. ComplEx embeds entities and relation-
ships in the complex space and has stronger expressivity, so it
performs best in deterministic embedding models. ConvKB
and CapsE are models based on neural networks. Although
their interpretability is not strong, they have achieved good
performance in the evaluation task. RotatE performs best
in deterministic models because it can model various rela-
tional patterns. However, deterministic models ignore the

rich semantic information contained in the uncertainty, and
when using the NDCG evaluation method, the performance
is slightly worse. Among the methods of embedding UKG,
URGE does not model complex relations well. The perfor-
mance of UKGElogi is better than that of UKGErect , which
because UKGElogi uses the sigmoid function to enhance the
discrimination ability. UKGE relies on the confidence of
both positive and negative triples during training, which may
lead to the positive quadruples with low confidence, limiting
the prediction performance. The model in this study intro-
duces structure and uncertain scores for quadruples, which
improves the ability to distinguish between positive and neg-
ative examples.

Table 3 shows that the linear fusion method has more
advantages over the multiplicative fusion method. This is
because the latter makes the uncertain and structural scores
correlated. If a quadruple has high structural and low uncer-
tain scores, the result may be small after multiplication; there-
fore, the effect is slightly worse. However, compared with
existing models, the multiplicative fusion method is still very
competitive.

3) EVALUATOR EFFECTIVENESS
From the experimental results in Section V-E-2, we can see
that SUKE can distinguish positive and negative examples
well, and SUKEline is superior to SUKEmult . To verify the
effectiveness of the evaluator, this study conducts experi-
ments on the PPI5k dataset. For each triple of the test set,
we randomly replace the tail entity to obtain a negative triple
and determine the score of each triple through the evaluator.
The evaluation results are shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3 shows that the evaluator puts on good classification
performance, the scores for positive triples are significantly
higher than those for negative triples, and the latter tend to be
0 in most cases. However, although SUKEline and SUKEmult
produce similar evaluation performance in PPI5k, there is a
big difference in their ability to distinguish. Compared with
the linear fusion method, the difference between positive and
negative examples with the multiplicative fusion method is
relatively small, and the capability for classification fault
tolerance is poor. This reason may also explain why SUKEline
performs better. Exploring more reasonable fusion methods
may help improve the performance of the evaluator.

F. FACT CLASSIFICATION
1) EVALUATION PROCESS
Consistent with the practice of Chen et al., for each UKG,
we define a specific threshold τ . If the confidence of the
triple in the test set is higher than the KG specific threshold τ ,
then the triple is considered correct. This study uses SUKE’s
confidence generator to complete the classification task.

The triples in the test set are divided into two categories
according to corresponding thresholds τ . The triples with
confidence greater than or equal to τ contribute to the true
class; otherwise, the false class. This study sets CN15k and
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FIGURE 3. Evaluation results of different fusion methods. The abscissa is the sequence of triples, and the ordinate is the evaluator score.
The blue dots represent positive examples, and the red dots represent negative examples. a) Evaluation results of the linear fusion method;
b) evaluation results of the multiplicative fusion method.

TABLE 4. Fact classification result.

NL27k to τ = 0.85, and PPI5k to τ = 0.80. Under this setting,
20.4% fact triples in CN15k, 20.1% fact triples in NL27k, and
20.2% fact triples in PPI5k are considered correct.

F-1 score and accuracy rate (ACC) are selected as metrics.
ACC is an intuitive classification index, which is the ratio of
the number of correctly classified samples to the total number
of samples. A good classifier should have a high ACC, but a
classifier with a high ACC is not necessarily the best. The
F-1 score is a comprehensive index of recall and precision.
When F1 is higher, the classification is more effective.

2) RESULT ANALYSIS
The fact classification results are shown in Table 4.

The results show that although deterministic models can
still take on the classification task, their capabilities are lim-
ited, and the existing deterministic models put on slightly
worse performance than uncertain knowledge embedding
models (UKGE and SUKE). Among the uncertain embedding
models, URGE cannot model rich relations and therefore
cannot miss the best performance. The UKGE model intro-
duces negative examples and unknown facts during training,
introducing unnecessary noise. Although the SUKE does not
achieve the best performance on the CN15k, the F-1 score of
the SUKE is close to the rest of themodels. In addition, SUKE
puts in the best classification performance on the NL27k and
PPI5k datasets.

VI. CONCLUSION
For the knowledge representation problem of UKG, this
paper proposes the SUKE model. SUKE includes two com-
ponents, an evaluator and a confidence generator. The eval-
uator appraises triples’ rationality based on the structure
and uncertain information with two different score fusion
methods. Considering that unknown facts are implied in the
KG, this paper introduces probabilistic soft logic to obtain
them and proposes a combination approach with unknown
facts during the evaluator training. The confidence gener-
ator is used to obtain the confidence of each triple. The
experimental results show that, compared with determinis-
tic KG embedding models and other uncertain embedding
models, SUKE shows great advantages in the confidence
prediction, link prediction, and fact triple classification
tasks.

Compared to other embedded models, SUKEmodel learns
two vector representations for each entity and relationship,
which undoubtedly increases the model complexity and diffi-
culty of model training. A reasonable mapping function may
solve this problem. In addition, we will explore more score
fusion methods.
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